A SYSTEM FOR ADMINISTERING INJECTIONS

The present invention provides a system for administering injections, the system comprising: a body mounting a needle and a syringe, a first linear actuator and a second linear actuator, wherein the first linear actuator is operable to move the needle between a retracted position and an extended position and the second linear actuator is operable to depress a plunger operably connected to the syringe; and a controller operably connected to the injection device, the controller comprising at least one control operable to change at least one input parameter to the controller selected from needle speed, injection dose volume, needle travel, injection dose speed and dwell time.
A SYSTEM FOR ADMINISTERING INJECTIONS

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a system for administering injections. The present invention seeks to provide an improved device for delivering repeatable injections and dosing.

BACKGROUND TO THE INVENTION

The term injections can be used to describe the act of inserting a needle, or other object, into a human or animal subject through the skin, or other surface. Injections in the context of the invention can also mean dosing of a liquid of pre-determined volume into a receptacle. There are many ways in which an injection can be administered. Commonly, injections are administered manually by inserting a needle through the skin of a human or animal and using a syringe connected to the needle in order to provide a vaccine or therapeutic agent, for example. Automated injectors can also be used for administering injections.

Automatic injectors are used in many different medical applications. One example, US5300029 describes a pistol shaped drug delivery device that mounts a syringe carrying an integral needle on a moveable carriage. An adjustable foot is arranged to set the distance that the needle can be inserted into a patient. The device includes a linear actuator which, when activated, moves the syringe between a retracted position and an extended condition and depresses a plunger forming part of the syringe to inject the contents of the syringe into the patient. These injectors are generally too painful and damaging to already aggravated skin caused by conditions such as inherited (genetic) and/or autoimmune conditions or trauma from burns etc.

Epidermolysis Bullosa is one such condition and is a general term which is used to describe a group of rare inherited skin disorders that cause a person's skin to become fragile and susceptible to blistering and damage. It is estimated that in the UK, 1 in 17,000 people will suffer from Epidermolysis Bullosa. Epidermolysis Bullosa is incurable but the symptoms can be treated to try and reduce patient discomfort.

Other pistol shaped injection devices are known including that disclosed in US5833661 which describes an injector having a syringe and a needle on separate axes and connected by a flexible conduit or tube. Such a configuration permits the needle to be moved independently of the plunger of the syringe thus reducing the pain and discomfort caused by an injection device such as that described in US5300029.

US5833661 is a pneumatically controlled injection device meaning that the rate of linear movement of both the needle and the syringe plunger is determined by the pressure of the compressed air supplied to the injection device. The rate of linear movement of both the needle and syringe plunger will vary in accordance with variations to the pressure of the compressed air supplied to the injection device.

The present invention seeks to provide an improved device for delivering repeatable injections and dosing.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An aspect of the present invention provides a system for administering injections to a patient, the system comprising: an injection device comprising: a body mounting a needle and a syringe, a first linear actuator and a second linear actuator, wherein the first linear actuator is operable to move the needle between a retracted position and an extended position and the second linear actuator is operable to depress a plunger operably connected to the syringe; and a controller operably connected to the injection device, the controller comprising at least one control operable to change at least one input parameter to the controller selected from injection dose volume, needle travel, needle speed, injection dose speed and dwell time.

Independent control of one or more injection parameters permits a single injection device to be used in treating multiple conditions. Many conditions, such as Epidermis Bullosa, require multiple and repeatable injections to be administered to a human body. However, injection parameters for different patients may vary. The present invention enables at least one injection parameter to be changed in order to customise an injection regime for a specific patient. Once the injection parameters have been set, each injection of an injection regime will have the same characteristics.

The controller may be separate from the injection device in some embodiments and integral with the injection device in other embodiments.

The controller may comprise respective controls for each input parameter including, but not limited to injection dose volume, needle travel, injection dose speed and dwell time.

The needle travel may be configured in the range of zero to twenty millimetres. The injection dose speed may be selected from at least three different speeds. The dose volume may be set between zero and one hundred percent of the syringe contents. The dwell time may be configured in the range of zero to ten seconds. The needle speed may be between zero and ten metres per second.

The first linear actuator and the second linear actuator may comprise electric motors.

The needle and the syringe may be mounted in parallel axes.

The injection device may comprise a handle connected to the body, wherein the handle comprises operating means to actuate the first linear actuator and the second linear actuator. The operating means may comprise a trigger or button integral with the injection device or an external switch connected physically or wirelessly to the handle.

The needle may be around 25 mm long.

Another aspect of the present invention provides a system for administering injections to a patient, the system comprising: an injection device comprising: a body mounting a needle and a syringe, a first linear actuator and a second linear actuator, wherein the first linear actuator is operable to move the needle between a retracted position and an extended position and the second linear
actuator is operable to depress a plunger operably connected to the syringe; and a controller operably connected to the injection device, the controller comprising a control operable to change the injection device between a set-up mode, wherein the injection device is configured to perform a first set of commands, and a use-mode, wherein the injection device is configured to perform a second set of commands, different to the first.

Providing a set-up mode and an injection mode is advantageous in that the injection device can be prepared for use in a safe manner and without wasting medicament that is to be injected into a human or animal body when in the set-up mode. When in the injection mode, injection parameters are fixed and cannot be changed thus ensuring that each injection an injection regime has the same characteristic.

Another aspect of the present invention provides a method of administering an injection intradermal\(^{\text{a}}\) to a human or animal body, the method comprising: i) preparing a therapeutic agent into a syringe; ii) mounting the syringe into a device according to any of claims 1 to 36; iii) priming a needle connected to the syringe; iv) positioning the device against a patient's skin; v) moving the needle from a retracted position to an extended position, wherein when in the extended condition the needle penetrates intradermal\(^{\text{a}}\) into the patient's skin; vi) delivering a dose of the therapeutic agent into the patient's skin; and, vii) moving the needle from the extended position to the retracted position.

**FIGURES**

Figure 1 shows an isometric view of an automated drug delivery device according to embodiments of the invention;

Figure 2 shows a side view of the automated drug delivery device of figure 1;

Figure 3 shows a detailed view of a portion of the automated drug delivery device of figures 1 and 2;

Figure 4 shows an illustrative view of a controller according to embodiments of the invention.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

Referring to figures 1 and 2, an exemplary automated drug delivery device 10 according to the present invention is shown. The drug delivery device 10 includes a body portion 12, a handle portion 14 and a delivery portion 16.

The body portion 12 of the drug delivery device 10 comprises a housing 18 for receiving at least a first linear actuator 20, i.e. an electric motor. The housing 18 is elongate and includes a front end 18a, a rear end 18b, a pair of side walls 18c, a top surface 18e and a bottom surface 18f. An aperture 18d (see figure 3) extends through the pair of side walls 18c of the housing 18 at least partially between the front end 18a and rear end 18b thereof. The aperture 18d is closable by a cover plate 22 on each side of the housing 18 secured to the housing 18 by way of a screw 24 or other fastener.

The first linear actuator 20 protrudes through the front end 18a of the housing such that at least a
portion of the first linear actuator 20 is positioned outside of the housing 18. It will be appreciated
that in some embodiments the first linear actuator 20 will be positioned wholly within the housing
18. A second linear actuator 30, i.e. an electric motor is also housed within the housing 18. The first
linear actuator 20 and second linear actuator 30 are configured to advance the needle 42 and/or
syringe plunger 28b at a maximum speed of 60mm/s. The maximum thrust provided by the first
linear actuator 20 is twenty Newtons such that the needle 42 is capable of penetrating the skin of a
patient but will not snap if driven into a solid surface.

A channel 26 is machined into the top surface 18e of the housing 18 and extends from the front end
18a towards the rear end 18b thereof. A conventional syringe 28 is mountable into the channel 26.
The channel 26 is sized to be compatible with a plurality of different capacity syringes, for example
one millilitre, two millilitres or five millilitres, but not limited thereto. The syringe 28 comprises a
tube 28a, a plunger 28b movable relative to the tube 28a and a dispensing aperture (not shown).
When the plunger 28b is depressed into the tube 28a, the contents of the tube 28a are expelled
through the dispensing aperture. A pusher 30a connected to the second linear actuator 30 is
mounted into the rear end of the channel 26 and is engagable against the plunger 28b of the syringe
28 to depress the plunger 28b of the syringe 28.

A portion of the top surface 18e of the housing 18 is cut away towards the front end 18a of the
housing 18 to expose at least a part of the tube 28a of the syringe 28. This configuration facilitates
ease of insertion and removal of a syringe 28 from the device 10.

The handle portion 14 of the drug delivery device 10 comprises a grip 32 and a trigger 34. The handle
portion 14 is connected directly to the body portion 12 of the device 10. The grip 32 may house a
battery (not shown) or may receive an electric cable 36, or both. The grip 32 is hollow and slideably
mounts the trigger 34. Electrical wiring from the trigger 34 housed within the grip 32 passes from the
handle portion 14 into the body portion 12 of the device through an aperture disposed between
the housing portion 14 and the body portion 12 of the device 10. The handle portion 14 of the
device 10 is formed from a two part moulding assembled by way of either a snap fit connection or
fasteners, or a combination of a snap fit connection and fasteners. In some embodiments, a switch
other than a trigger 34 may be provided. In particular, a foot pedal, knee pedal or automated switch
may be more convenient for use than a trigger.

The delivery portion 16 of the device 10 comprises a needle support arm 38 extending from the
body portion 12. The needle support arm 38 mounts a needle support 40 at an end thereof. The
needle support 40 is operable to receive and secure a needle 42. The needle 42 is connected to a
conduit 44 which fluidly connects the needle 42 to the syringe 28.

The needle support arm 38 comprises an elongate member 38a having a proximal end 38b attached
to the first linear actuator 20 and a distal end 38c mounting the needle support 40. The needle
support 40 comprises a body having an aperture therethrough (not shown) for receiving the needle
42. The needle 42 is lockable into the needle support 40 by a locking mechanism forming part of
the needle 42 and / or by a clasp forming part of the needle support 40. The clasp is pivotally attached to
the needle support and is movable between an open configuration and a closed configuration. When
the clasp is in an open configuration, the needle can be removed from or inserted into the needle
support 40. When the clasp is in a closed configuration, the needle 42, when located in the needle support 40, is fixed in position relative to the needle support 40 and cannot be removed.

The first linear actuator 20 connects to the elongate member of the needle support arm 38 by a connecting shaft. The connecting shaft comprises a substantially cylindrical body having an aperture at each end. The end of the connecting shaft adjacent the first linear actuator 20 receives at least a part of a drive shaft forming part of the first linear actuator 20. The drive shaft is rotatably fixed relative to the connecting shaft such that when the drive shaft of the first linear actuator 20 rotates, the connecting shaft also rotates. The end of the connecting shaft adjacent the needle support arm 38 comprises an aperture for receiving either a part of the needle support arm 38 or a fastener. The connecting shaft is surrounded by an alignment bush to ensure that the needle support arm 38 remains aligned with the foot 48 when the needle 42 is moved into its extended position.

In the illustrated embodiment, the needle 42 is inserted into the aperture through the needle support 40 and secured thereto by a fastener 46 screwing onto a threaded portion of the needle 42 to clamp the needle 42 against the needle support 40. The needle is between 14mm and 50mm long, depending on intended use of the device, and is of 27 or 30 gauge, for example. The needle has a lumen therethrough for delivering the therapeutic agent from the syringe 28 to the patient.

In the illustrated embodiment, the housing 18 is connected directly to an external control module 100 by an umbilical cable 102. The external control module 100 is a control box having respective controls 104, 106, 108, 110 for setting each of a plurality of input parameters corresponding to needle travel, needle travel speed, injection dose speed and dwell time, for example. Each control in the illustrated embodiment is an incremental rotary switch but it will be appreciated that any form of control suitable for changing an input parameter could be used.

The needle 42 and syringe 28 can be moved manually using the external control module 100. Two buttons 112, 114 are provided on the external control module 100 for moving the needle 42 forwards and backwards. The buttons 112, 114 are configured to activate the first linear actuator 20 in order to drive the needle 42. The button 112 for moving the needle 42 forwards can be configured to drive the needle 42 through its full range of movement from a reference position to a fully extended position. Alternatively, the button 112 can be configured to move the needle 42 forward incrementally. The button 114 for moving the needle 42 backwards can be configured to drive the needle 42 to its reference position. Alternatively, the button 114 can be configured to move the needle 42 backward incrementally.

Two buttons 116, 118 are provided on the external control module 100 for moving the syringe pusher 30a forwards and backwards. The buttons are configured to activate the second linear actuator 30 to drive the syringe pusher 30a. The button 116 for moving the syringe pusher 30a forwards can be configured to drive the syringe pusher 30a incrementally in order to prime a syringe 28. Alternatively, the button 116 can be configured to drive the syringe pusher 30a through its full range of movement to expel all liquid content from the syringe 28. The button 118 for moving the syringe pusher 30a backwards can be configured to drive the syringe pusher 30a to its reference position. Alternatively, the button for moving the syringe pusher 30a backwards can be configured to drive the syringe pusher 30a incrementally.
The external control module 100 has a rocker switch 120 for switching between set-up mode and
dosing mode. When the rocker switch 120 is in the set-up mode position, the first linear actuator 20
is isolated meaning that it cannot be activated. Operation of the buttons 112, 114 configured to
move the needle forwards and backwards, or of the trigger 34, would have no effect. The buttons
116, 118 configured to move the syringe pusher 30a forwards and backwards and the controls 104,
106, 108, 110 for setting the input parameters are operable when the external control module 100 is
in the set-up mode. Two blue LED’s 122, 124 are lit when the rocker switch 120 is in the set-up mode
position. When the rocker switch 120 is in the dosing mode position, all buttons and input controls
on the external control module 100 are isolated. When the rocker switch 120 is in the dosing mode
position, the trigger 34 is operable to activate the first and second linear actuators 20, 30 in order to
drive the needle 42 and the syringe pusher 30a in accordance with the input parameters selected
when the rocker switch 120 was in the set-up mode position. Two green LED’s 126, 128 are lit when
the rocker switch 120 is in the dosing mode position.

Embodiments of the external control module 100 can be powered by mains electricity if a power
cable is connected between the external control module 100 and a mains power socket. Other
embodiments of the external control module 100 can be powered by batteries inserted into a
battery compartment within the external control module 100. The external control module 100 is
provided with a rocker switch 130 for selectively supplying power thereto. A power cable connected
to a mains power supply provides a twenty four volt input which is subsequently converted to five
volts by a DC/DC converter. When the rocker switch 130 is in a position corresponding to a power on
condition, a green LED 132 is lit.

The controls 104, 106, 108, 110, buttons 112, 114, 116, 118, rocker switches 120, 130, LED’s 122,
124, 126, 128, 132, motor step controls, and other electronic components, are connected to a circuit
arrangement which receives a five volt input from the DC/DC converter. The circuit arrangement is
provided with a processor comprising on-board software for controlling the motor step controls in
response to input messages from the controls 104, 106, 108, 110, buttons 112, 114, 116, 118 and
trigger 34..

In an alternative embodiment, the injection device 10 is provided with an integral control module
having each of the features of the external control module 100 described above.

In use, the needle support arm 38 is movable between a first, retracted position and a second,
extended position by the first linear actuator 20. The first linear actuator 20 is activated by a user
depressing the trigger 34. The maximum extent of movement between the retracted and extended
positions is determined by the type of first linear actuator 20 used in the device 10. For example, if
the first linear actuator 20 is an electric motor, the extent of movement between the retracted and
extended position is dependent on the maximum possible number of rotations of the electric motor
in one direction. In some embodiments the external control module 100 may also comprise an input
parameter corresponding to a number of rotations of the electric motor over a pre-determined time
period.

Upon movement into the extended position, the needle 42 penetrates a patient at a pre-determined
deepth. The depth of penetration of the needle 42 is set by a foot 48 which is slideably mounted to
the body portion 12 of the device 10. The illustrated embodiment shows that the position of the foot 48 relative to the body portion 12 of the device 10 fixed.

In certain embodiments, the position of the foot 48 relative to the body portion 12 of the device may be adjustable. Adjustability of the position of the foot 48 relative to the body portion 12 of the device 10 can be provided by a fastener which secures the foot 48 to the body portion 12 of the device 10 which, when loosened, permits the foot to be moved manually towards and away from the body portion of the device 12. However, it will be appreciated that the foot 48 could be moved electronically by a further linear actuator, i.e. an electric motor, for example and/or could be instructed to position itself in accordance with commands sent from the external control module 100. The foot 48 comprises an elongate member 48a having a proximal end 48b mounted to the body portion 12 of the device 10 and a distal end 48c angled to sit against the skin of a patient. The angled portion 48c of the foot 48 comprises a slot 48d through which the needle 42 can protrude when in the extended position. The distance that the needle 42 can protrude through the slot 48d is dependent on the position of the foot 48 relative to the body portion 12 of the device 10. The foot 48 is secured to the body portion 12 of the device 10 by a fastener 50. When the fastener 50 is tightened, the position of the foot 48 relative to the body portion 12 of the device 10 is fixed. When the fastener 50 is released, the position of the foot 48 relative to the body portion 12 of the device 10 is adjustable by moving the foot 48 longitudinally relative to the body portion 12 of the device 10.

The angle of insertion of the needle 42 into the patient can be varied by varying the angle of the distal end 48c of the foot 48. In the illustrated embodiment, the angle of the foot can be varied by replacing the foot with one having a distal end 48c of different angle. The angle of insertion of the needle 42 into the patient will be selected from any angle between 0° and 90°. The foot 48 is formed from a sterilisable material such as stainless steel. In the illustrated embodiment the foot 48 is intended to be re-used but it will be appreciated that in certain embodiments the foot 48 could be disposable and made from a single use material such as a plastic.

The penetration of the needle 42 into a patient is also dependent on the angle of the distal end 48c of the foot 48. For example, if the angle of the distal end 48c of the foot 48 is 90°, the permitted travel of the needle support arm 38 would be less than if the angle of the distal end 48c of the foot 48 is 22.5°.

Before use of the device 10, the needle is required to be aligned into a zero position to set the depth of insertion of the needle 42 into the patient. The zero position is set by moving the needle 42 into its extended position before aligning the distal end 48c of the foot 48 to the tip 42a of the needle 42. This operation is performed by putting the external control module 100 into set-up mode by using the rocker switch 120. The needle 42 is advanced by operation of the button 112 configured to activate the first linear actuator 20 to move the needle 42 forwards in order to fully extend the needle 42. The button 114 configured to activate the first linear actuator 20 to move the needle 42 backwards is then operated in order to align the tip of the needle 42 with the distal end of the foot 48c. This position, when the external control module 100 is put into dosing mode will be the zero position that the tip of the needle 42 returns to after the device 10 has been operated for each individual injection. To assist an operator in setting the zero position, the proximal end 48b of the foot 48 is provided with a scale which is alignable with the needle support arm 38. In normal
operation, the needles 42 retracted position will be such that it does not extend beyond the end of the foot 48. The needles 42 extended position will be variable depending on the type of injection required, i.e. intradermal, subcutaneously, intramuscularly or intraocular, for example.

The needle 42 is movable independently of the plunger 28b of the syringe 28. Referring to figure 3, the body 12 of the device 10 also houses the second linear actuator 30. The second linear actuator 30 is connected to the pusher 30a via a threaded connection therebetween. When the second linear actuator 30 is activated, the pusher 30a is moved forward along the channel 26 by a drive shaft forming part of the second linear actuator 30 consequently pushing the plunger 28b into the tube 28a of the syringe 28 and expelling the contents of the tube 28a into the conduit 44 to the needle 42.

When the trigger 34 is depressed by a user, the first linear actuator 20 is activated to move the needle support arm 38, and thus the needle 42, from the retracted position to the extended position. The second linear actuator 30 is then actuated to depress the plunger 28b of the syringe 28 into the tube 28a of the syringe 28 in order to inject its contents into a patient. When the plunger 28b of the syringe 28 has been fully depressed there is a delay, or dwell, of between one to ten seconds before the first linear actuator 20 moves the needle support arm 38, and thus the needle 42, from the extended position to the retracted position and the second linear actuator 30 moves the pusher 30a towards the rear 18b of the housing 18.

The device 10 is provided with a lock (not shown) which, when active, prevents actuation of the first and second linear actuators when the trigger 34 is depressed by a user. One example of such a lock comprises a key based lock which requires releasing before the device can be used. The first and second linear actuators 20, 30 also will not operate when the external control module 100 is switched off.

Prior to use, the syringe 28 is filled with a therapeutic agent and inserted into the channel 26 in the top surface of the body portion 12 of the device 10. The needle 42 is then inserted into the needle support 38 before the flexible tube 44, or conduit, is attached to both the needle 42 and the syringe 28. The needle 42 is primed by depressing the plunger 28b of the syringe 28 to the extent necessary to fill the needle 42 with the therapeutic agent. This process is undertaken with the external control module 100 in set-up mode. The button 116 corresponding to moving the syringe pusher 30a forward is operated to activate the second linear actuator 30 and drive the syringe pusher 30a forwards until all air has been expelled from the syringe 28. This process is repeated each time a new syringe 28 is loaded into the device 10.

After each injection or series of injections, the needle 42 is removed and replaced with a new needle 42. The syringe 28 can hold multiple doses of therapeutic agent and is removed and replaced once empty. Used needles 42 and syringes 28 are segregated and sent for incineration.

A particular example of a therapeutic agent suitable for use with the device 10 is a suspension of human dermal fibroblasts (HDFs) in cell storage medium, for injection into the skin. It will however be appreciated that the device 10 can be used with any suitable cell or drug based therapeutic agent, for example stem cells, differentiated cells, modified cells; including genetically modified cells
and/or any suitable pharmaceutically active agents. The cells may be autologous or heterologous. The cells or drug-based therapeutic agent may further comprise a pharmaceutical carrier or excipient, such as cell-storage medium. In addition, the device 10 is suitable for use in administering biologicals and biomedicinal products including, but not limited to, vaccines, genetic materials and biosimilars, for example.

The foregoing description describes use of the device 10 for administering intradermal injections to an animal or human body. The device 10 can be used in the therapeutic, cosmetic, veterinary, industrial and manufacturing markets. This device 10 is also suitable for administering subcutaneous, intraocular and intramuscular injections and for delivering cell therapies, vaccines, gene modified cells, derma fillers, hair loss therapies and botox as well as therapeutic agents to fluid bags, dosing and other similar uses.

The invention also provides a method of administering an injection, the method comprising: i) preparing a therapeutic agent into a syringe 28; ii) mounting the syringe into an injection device 10; iii) priming a needle 42 connected to the syringe 28; iv) positioning the injection device 10 against a target; v) moving the needle 42 from a retracted position to an extended position, wherein when in the extended condition the needle 42 penetrates the target; vi) delivering a dose of the therapeutic agent into the target; and, vii) moving the needle 42 from the extended position to the retracted position.
Claims

1. A system for administering injections, the system comprising:

An injection device comprising: a body mounting a needle and a syringe, a first linear actuator and a second linear actuator, wherein the first linear actuator is operable to move the needle between a retracted position and an extended position and the second linear actuator is operable to depress a plunger operably connected to the syringe; and

A controller operably connected to the injection device, the controller comprising at least one control operable to change at least one input parameter to the controller selected from needle speed, injection dose volume, needle travel, injection dose speed and dwell time.

2. A system for administering injections according to claim 1, wherein the controller is separate from the injection device.

3. A system for administering injections according to claim 1, wherein the controller is integral with the injection device.

4. A system for administering injections according to any of claims 1 to 3, wherein the controller comprises respective controls for each input parameter.

5. A system for administering injections according to any preceding claim, wherein the controller is configured to enable the needle travel to be set in the range of zero to twenty millimetres.

6. A system for administering injections according to any preceding claim, wherein the controller is configured to enable the injection dose speed to be selected from at least three different speeds.

7. A system for administrating injections according to any preceding claim wherein the controller is configured to enable the dose volume to be set between zero and one hundred percent of the syringe contents.

8. A system for administering injections according to any preceding claim wherein the controller is configured to enable the dwell time to be set in the range of zero to ten seconds.

9. A system for administering injections according to any preceding claim, wherein the first linear actuator and the second linear actuator are electric motors.

10. A system for administering injections according to any preceding claim wherein the needle and syringe are mounted in parallel axes.

11. A system for administering injections according to any preceding claim further comprising a handle, wherein the handle comprises operating means to actuate the first linear actuator and the second linear actuator.

12. A system for administering injections according to claim 11, wherein said operating means comprises a trigger or button.
13. A system for administering injections according to claim 12, wherein said operating means comprise an external switch connected physically or wirelessly to the handle.

14. A system for administering injections according to any preceding claim further comprising a foot for setting the distance the needle can insert into a patient.

5 15. A system for administering injections according to claim 14 wherein the foot is disposable after use.

16. A system for administering injections according to any preceding claim wherein the first linear actuator and second linear actuator are housed at least partially within a body.

17. A system for administering injections according to any preceding claim wherein the second linear actuator comprises a pusher engageable with the plunger of the syringe.

18. A system for administering injections according to claim 17, wherein the pusher is slideably mounted within a channel in the body of the device.

19. A system for administering injections according to claim 18, wherein the syringe is mounted in the channel in the body of the device.

20. A system for administering injections according to claim 16, wherein the body comprises a removable access panel covering a recess within which the first linear actuator and second linear actuator are at least partially housed.

21. A system for administering injections according to any preceding claim, wherein the needle and syringe are connected by a flexible conduit.

22. A system for administering injections according to any preceding claim, wherein the needle is between 14mm to 50mm long, preferably the needle is 25mm long.

23. A system for administering injections according to any preceding claim, wherein the device is for use in administering cell therapies, vaccines, gene modified cells, derma fillers, hair loss therapies, botox and embedding cells on biological scaffolds.

25. A system for administering injections according to claim 23, wherein skin conditions includes epidermolysis bullosa.

25. A system for administering injections for administering as described with reference to, and / or as shown in, the drawings.

26. A system for administering injections, the system comprising:

30 an injection device comprising: a body mounting a needle and a syringe, a first linear actuator and a second linear actuator, wherein the first linear actuator is operable to move the needle between a retracted position and an extended position and the second linear actuator is operable to depress a plunger operably connected to the syringe; and

35 a controller operably connected to the injection device, the controller comprising a control operable to change the injection device between a set-up mode, wherein the injection device
is configured to perform a first set of commands, and a use-mode, wherein the injection
device is configured to perform a second set of commands, different to the first.

27. A system for administering injections wherein the controller further comprises at least one
control operable to change at least one input parameter to the controller selected from
injection dose volume, needle travel, injection dose speed and dwell time.

28. A system for administering injections wherein the first set of commands comprise movement
of the plunger and adjustment of one or more of injection dose volume, needle travel,
injection dose speed and dwell time and wherein the second set of commands comprise
movement of the needle into the extended position, movement of the plunger to deliver a
medicament to the needle and movement of the needle to the retracted position.

29. A system for administering injections according to claim 27, wherein the controller is separate
from the injection device.

30. A system for administering injections according to claim 27, wherein the controller is integral
with the injection device.

31. A system for administering injections according to any of claims 27 to 29, wherein the
controller comprises respective controls for each of injection dose volume, needle travel,
injection dose speed and dwell time

32. A system for administering injections according to any of claims 27 to 30, wherein the
controller is configured to enable the needle travel to be set in the range of zero to twenty
millimetres.

33. A system for administering injections according to any of claims 27 to 31, wherein the
controller is configured to enable the injection dose speed to be selected from at least three
different speeds.

34. A system for administering injections according to any of claims 27 to 32 wherein the
controller is configured to enable the dose volume to be set between zero and one hundred
percent of the syringe contents.

35. A system for administering injections according to any of claims 27 to 33, wherein the
controller is configured to enable the dwell time to be set in the range of zero to ten seconds.

36. A system for administering injections according to any of claims 27 to 34, wherein the first
linear actuator and the second linear actuator are electric motors.

37. A system for administering injections according to any of claims 27 to 35, wherein the needle
and syringe are mounted in parallel axes.

38. A method of administering one or more injections, the method comprising:

i) preparing a therapeutic agent into a syringe;

ii) mounting the syringe into a system according to any of claims 1 to 36;

iii) priming a needle fluidly connected to the syringe and mounted in the injection device;
iv) positioning the injection device against a target;

v) moving the needle from the retracted position to the extended position, wherein when in the extended condition the needle penetrates into the target;

vi) delivering a dose of the therapeutic agent into the target;

vii) moving the needle from the extended position to the retracted position; and

viii) repeating steps i) to vii) for multiple injections.
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